
Shifting From Either/Or To Both/AND Thinking! 
 

 “The point is this: Big thinkers are specialists in creating positive, forward-
looking, optimistic pictures in their own minds and in the minds of others. To 
think big, we must use words and phrases that produce big, positive mental 
images.”  
 
David J. Schwartz, The Magic of Thinking Big 
It’s not an “either/or”  universe its an “Both/And” Universe. Either/Or is 
limiting… Monkey Mind thinks it’s keeping ups safe but this is limiting…  yet 
Both/And is OPENING. It invites POSSIBILITY. 

-Stephanie Seigh 
We’ve have conversations with many of our clients these past two or three week reviewing their goals and where their 
production is in relationship to the goals set for 2015.  We’ve noticed a particular form of Monkey Mind popping up – 
Either or thinking.  
Some who are ahead of their goal are dealing with success and we might hear  “it won’t last” “if was a fluke” “it’s not 
repeatable” “ I might not” ‘Im going into cruise control” and I’m Tired  “I need a break but I wont be able to …”  
I’m so busy I can’t _______. 
Some of you aren’t on track and we hear 
I’m Tired, I can’t do it anymore - and the market has shifted, changed, collapsed etc.  
In either case it’s important to realize the slyness of the monkey mind conversation.   
Don’t give monkey mind something to hang onto!  
AND… realize your clients are going through the same thing – especially buyers losing out on offer after offer. 
Lets say we had a goal to do 50 deals this year and we’re at 18 sold and under contract today – meaning we’d have to 
almost double our production to make the goal – my monkey would be very direct – you’ll have to work twice as many 
hours to do 32 deals and you either do that or you’ll fail.  I might try to rationalize it and set smart goals but until remind 
myself that its an “both and” universe and that I can work a reasonable number of hours (45 to 60 a week) and have fun 
and experience success I won’t get out playing with the monkey in the jungle.  
 ONE PARTICULAR TOOL we use is setting the arena – we could re-frame it as these four steps: 

     1)   The call to being – Who am I willing to be in order to produce an extraordinary result out this interaction? There 
are other questions – 

Is there spaciousness and possibility in what you are saying right now? (Let’s OPEN the energy… there IS possiblity) 
I wonder if you recognize how courageous you are being right now?  
This is big for you isn’t it?   
Would it be alright is this were simpler than you think it is?  
Focus on "all is well”….  spaciousness… Opening Energy.  Both/And energy. 
2) The call to observation – Am I willing to systematically dismantle my structure of knowing?   Don’t challenge 
your/their monkey – ask questions that help you/themobserve where to focus their energy: 
What is most important about this? 
Will this work to make the rest of your dreams come true? Allow you to move forward? 
As we talk about this what is there for you to explore?  
I wonder if you know how very normal this is?  
What would make this home too good for you to pass up? 
Where might you be making this harder than it needs to be? Notice that things get “hard” when we make it mean it’s hard. 
We could make up “this is easy” as well.  
Focus on “let’s look and see”…   expansiveness… Possibility Energy.  Both/And energy. 
3) The call to surrender – Am I willing to be a demand for coaching? 
Am I willing to remove my walls, put down my defenses, to see what is true. 
Am I willing to do things that need doing… even if it’s not mine to do… but do it because it needs to be done? 
 
Am I willing to find a solution? Am I willing to look at the truth of what rocks there are to remove in the path? 
 
Am I willing to go beyond the "principle of the thing”? 
Surrender to what is true – (Know your Numbers Daily Tracking).   
What are the facts are what did or did not occur in physical reality – as you spend time in this step it often becomes very 
clear. 
Focus on “surrendering to the LESSON”… breathing into the truth… TRUTH Energy. Both/And energy. 
4) The call to action -  Am I willing to guarantee that whoever coaches me will be successful.  



How might you do what you promised to do with clarity focus ease and grace?  
Who in your life are you willing to have you support you in these actions? 
Am I willing to simply take the action?  
Focus on “what is the next SSS - Small Sweet Step to take”…. lifting the phone, the foot, the hand… ACTION energy. 
Both/And energy. 
  
What can we do to have energy to take the actions? 
When you get clear on what you're doing (your Action), who you will be when you do it (SOI) and what LI it’s attached to – 
the energy is simpler to manufacture.   
A few more tips: 
Schedule — have one, do it, move it, delete it. Follow the Time management “rules" 
When you use this you have more energy because you’re focused.  
Decide to have it  
Taking the time to rejuvenate physically and mentally and spiritually. 
 


